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### Fire fighters' mediation ends with no agreement

**Briefly**

**Terrorists attack Italian university**

TERRORISTS torched the University of Bologna, Italy, and took hostages in protest at the arrest of two alleged Nazis. The hostages included a professor and 40 students, as well as several foreigners. The university was occupied by the militants, who set fire to the building and held up a large black flag inscribed with the word "Nazi." The strike was called to protest the arrest of two Nazis, who were alleged to have murdered a student in the city.
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Five UI profs. named to panel that will study Nursing faculty tenure

The Familyomin Tuesday confirmed that the U. S. Civil Rights Commission is investigating the case of a University of Iowa nursing professor who was dismissed from her job. 

The 99-member commission, which has a full-time staff of 200, investigates charges of discrimination and has the power to issue subpoenas. The case is one of several being handled by the commission, which has jurisdiction over 60 million people.

The civil rights panel is expected to interview the professor and the university officials involved in her dismissal. The panel will then issue a report on its findings, which will be made public. The report will be used to determine whether the university violated the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Take care of business

For those students who have been told that the job opportunities are in business and computer science, it’s frustrating and certainly unnecessary. The problem is not just with the departments educating those students, it may be more relevant to leave the University. Conditions of the faculty are not the same; it is overcrowded classes that push faculty to the limit and no classes at all for some students trying to finish their degree—undermine the quality of education at all.

The faculty, which has not experienced such a surge in growth, is better than not being in a system at all, the system breaks down.

But administrators and state officials cannot be assured that the problem is being addressed. The legislature should allocate funds to solve the problem of oil, and it is better than not being in a system at all.
Radiation released at Cordova

BUENA VISTA - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Tuesday said there was no immediate threat to health because of a small release of radioactivity from the Cordova Generating Station, which is owned by the Cordova Electric Cooperative.

The NRC announced that it was evaluating data from the station to determine whether the small release posed a risk to public health.

The release, which occurred Tuesday, was the result of a leak in a coolant line, said an NRC spokesperson. The coolant line was part of a shutdown of the station's Unit 2.

The spokesperson said the release of radioactivity was small and was not expected to pose a risk to the public.

The release was reported to the NRC by the plant's operator, the Cordova Electric Cooperative, which owns and operates the station.

The NRC said it was monitoring the situation and would provide updates as necessary.

The Cordova Generating Station is a coal-fired power plant located near Buena Vista, Colorado. It has a capacity of 340 megawatts and supplies electricity to about 40,000 customers in the region.

Business
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The mills in give family managers a 5 percent raise

A 5 percent raise was given to family managers at the mills in...
Blizzard of Christmas mail headed for hostages in Iran

By UPI Staff International

A Marvel of Christmas mail is being headed for the hostages in Iran. Hundreds of thousands of Christmas cards and telegrams are being sent from all over the world to the hostages in the U.S. Embassy in Iran.

The cards are being sent to the hostages in an effort to keep up their spirits and keep the government in Iran aware of the support of the American people.

national Airport in Chicago, which processes over 13 million letters every day, has been chock full of Christmas cards addressed to the hostages.
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United Press International

Kim: killed Park for democracy

EDOOS, South Korea (UPI) - South Korea's former skew chief of his former party Tuesday and said he killed President Park Chung-hee for the sake of democracy.

The former director of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency, Kim, in a trial with seven other ex-officials in December 1980, said he had confessions in the jailed Park's crimes.

"I killed him for the sake of democracy," he said. "I was a politician who opposed Park's regime, and I was a political leader who opposed Park's regime." He added that the proceedings would have been lost without his two lawyers, most of whom were allies in the political circle.

"I want to make a presidential campaign," he said. "I want to make a presidential campaign."
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The former director of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency, Kim, in a trial with seven other ex-officials in December 1980, said he had confessions in the jailed Park's crimes. © 1980 United Press International
Carter picks up two supporters, loses one

President Carter picked up two endorsements and lost one Tuesday, while Sen. Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts, who is expected to decide soon on running as an independent candidate, said he has decided not to run.

The two big-city black leaders -- Mayor Kenneth H. Brown of Atlanta and Mayor Richard H. Sensenig of Columbus, Ohio -- endorsed Carter.

But a White House official said the committee that would make available a half-hour beginning at 10:30 p.m. Jan. 2, a Wednesday night, to the most popular presidential candidate a specific big block of air time, for Carter's campaign committee had been rejected.

In CHILLY New York, Carter today hailed his own 25-state campaign committee as the first to meet standards of the Federal Communications Commission, under whose jurisdiction the committee's activities fall. But he made no public comment on the moratorium or the White House official's statement.

Carter, asked whether he was anxious to get off the air in time to catch a plane to New Orleans for a campaign rally there this afternoon, smiled and said that he was not.

The offer makes that they are making as much as possible at the same time.

The show is long (two and a half hours) and the actors are allowed to stand or sit, to sit or stand, to speak or be silent. Howard Baker and John D. Dingell in a long-running role in the play, however, is their marriage in the 20th Century. The music is pleasant and, by and large, forgettable; Dick Caplan is the musical director. The play's strengths are equally pleasant and hand...

The management is receiving tremendous profit from the show, which is being shown at Broadway theaters and motels.

It's American people agree . . .

When she remembers the holidays, it is a family feeling she cherishes. So why not make your next gift one that she will treasure just as much as the chemistry of you?

This holiday season, you can start your own family tradition that lets the kids of Christmas ring all year long. A fine 14 karat gold Family Ring from Palmir in the shape of a heart-shaped mother and father ring that you can wear as often as you add a new member to your family. Just take this coupon to Ginsberg Jewelers and receive your FIRST BIRTHSTONE FREE!

UBOUJ

All Special Christmas Savings

All Men's & Women's FRYE BOOTS 20% OFF

GINSBERG JEWELERS

No wonder people depend on us.

Downtown in Cedar Rapids

The Mall in Iowa City.

---

JOHN WILSON'S

Cigar Shop

403 C. College St.

Open Tues. 6:30-9:30

(319) 362-4365

---
Hawks climb to No. 14 in ratings

NEW YORK (UPI) — Indiana has moved up five spots in the basketball team in country — boosting his season record to 20-9, as the latest Associated Press poll was released Tuesday.

The Hoosiers will find out if they deserve the No. 1 ranking as they meet against Western Michigan Friday night at Conseco Fieldhouse. Indiana will be heavily favored to win.

The next three spots remained unchanged. Second-ranked Duke is followed by Notre Dame and Florida, with the top three teams in the country.

Indiana, No. 14, easily handled Go For It, 86-76, as the Hoosiers scored their 23rd straight game, but they are around after classes.

IU will take on the Losers Northwestern, Iliini and Illinois and — and the league's commissioner, Denny Dede and he was assiged.

"Congratulations, " we're very pleased at the early season ranking of our team," said Dede. "We can see ourselves as a benchmark and it's encouraged us to keep working harder in the next few months."
Spartans' Donnelly ready to have fun in senior season

PORTLAND, Mich. (FNP) - Terry Donnelly, the two-time All-American for the University of Michigan and the Michigan State University wrestling team, announced that he has signed a contract with the Spartan Athletic Department to continue his career in wrestling. He is also planning on completing his degree in Economics.

Donnelly, a 6'5" senior from Dearborn Heights, has been named to the All-American team three times in his career. He finished fourth at the national championships last year and is currently ranked second in the country.

He is looking forward to the upcoming season and plans to work hard to improve his performance in the 167-pound weight class. He is also excited to be a part of the Spartan wrestling team and to represent Michigan State University.

Donnelly's father, John, was a two-time All-American and three-time NCAA champion for Michigan State University. He was inducted into the Michigan State University Athletics Hall of Fame in 1990 and was named by the NCAA as one of the 50 greatest wrestlers of all time.

The Spartan wrestling team isexpected to be a strong contender in the Big Ten Conference and to have a successful season.
Lester breaks record; Iowa wins again, 81-62

BY DOUG SMOOT

Sports Editor

Nate Lester broke Iowa's all-time scoring record with 38 points performance, the former lead previously held by Frank Custer. Lester, who by one point eclipsed the career scoring mark of 1,123 points on his second score, pulled away from Frank with 30:31 left as he passed the total in the final half. Lester's 81-62 victory over Drake also tied for his 13th win in a row.

"The Hawk's guard Rich Bronwning (13) drives past UCLA's Tony Parker (13) and to the hoop for a basket and foul in the first half action at Tuesday night's battle in South Bend. Iowa's 18-point lead at the half gave the Hawks a 17-11 win over IOWA.

Hawk shots won't drop as Drake wins, 71-62

By JOE VOGT

Associate Sports Editor

It was a break in Iowa's loss streak, as Frank Custer got the thrill of breaking the record of 1,123 points set by the former Iowa star, Frank Custer. Lester, who by one point eclipsed the career scoring mark of 1,123 points on his second score, pulled away from Frank with 30:31 left as he passed the total in the final half. Lester's 81-62 victory over Drake also tied for his 13th win in a row.

The Hawks, Maclennans, were more concerned with stopping school's scoring leader, Drueke Devoe, and Drake's 11-time leading scorer, with 30:31 left on the clock. The score for the Hawks was 30:31, a third of a point short of the record.

"The Hawk's guard Rich Bronwning (13) drives past UCLA's Tony Parker (13) and to the hoop for a basket and foul in the first half action at Tuesday night's battle in South Bend. Iowa's 18-point lead at the half gave the Hawks a 17-11 win over IOWA.